
Discover the Best of Germany: The Ultimate
Travel Guide from Lonely Planet
Germany, a country rich in history, stunning landscapes, and vibrant cities, offers
a treasure trove of experiences for travelers. Whether you're interested in
exploring its fascinating historical sites, indulging in the diverse local cuisine, or
immersing yourself in its art and culture, Lonely Planet's Best Of Germany travel
guide has got you covered.

The Ultimate Germany Travel Guide

Lonely Planet's Best Of Germany travel guide is your go-to resource for
discovering the most incredible sights and experiences that this beautiful country
has to offer. With detailed itineraries, expert recommendations, helpful maps, and
insider tips, this guide will ensure you make the most of your trip.

From the iconic Brandenburg Gate in Berlin to the fairytale Neuschwanstein
Castle in Bavaria, Germany boasts countless must-see attractions. This travel
guide will help you navigate through each city and region, providing you with
essential information about the best time to visit, where to stay, and what to do.
Whether you're planning a visit to the bustling capital, historic cities like Munich or
Cologne, or charming towns along the Romantic Road, this guide will help you
plan an unforgettable trip.
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Immerse Yourself in Germany's Rich History and Culture

Germany's long and fascinating history can still be seen and felt in every corner
of the country. From the remnants of the Berlin Wall to the UNESCO-listed
Roman city of Trier, history buffs will find plenty to explore. The travel guide
provides in-depth historical information alongside convenient maps and
directions, allowing you to fully immerse yourself in Germany's past.

Germany is also known for its vibrant cultural scene. From world-class museums
showcasing masterpieces by renowned artists like Dürer and Klee, to lively
festivals celebrating everything from beer to opera, the country offers endless
opportunities for cultural enrichment. The guide ensures you don't miss out on
any of the cultural highlights, equipping you with the knowledge needed to make
the most of your visit.

Indulge in German Cuisine and Quench Your Thirst

No visit to Germany is complete without indulging in its world-famous cuisine.
From hearty sausages and pretzels to mouth-watering Black Forest cake and
schnitzel, the country's culinary delights will satisfy any food lover. The travel
guide features recommendations for the best restaurants, local delicacies, and
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the must-visit beer gardens and breweries, allowing you to experience the best of
German gastronomy.

In addition to its food, Germany is renowned for its beer culture. With over 1,300
breweries producing a plethora of beer styles, the country is a paradise for beer
enthusiasts. The guide provides a comprehensive overview of Germany's beer
regions, traditional beer festivals, and the top breweries to visit. Whether you're a
beer connoisseur or simply enjoy a refreshing pint, this guide will quench your
thirst for knowledge about German beer.

Explore Germany's Natural Beauty

Beyond its cities and cultural offerings, Germany boasts enchanting natural
landscapes. From the dramatic cliffs along the Baltic Sea coastline to the majestic
peaks of the Bavarian Alps, the country is a paradise for nature lovers. The travel
guide unveils the most beautiful national parks, picturesque hiking trails, and
scenic drives, allowing you to appreciate Germany's natural wonders.

Whether you dream of cruising along the romantic Rhine River, marveling at the
mystical Black Forest, or hiking through the pristine Bavarian Forest, this guide
will help you plan your outdoor adventures with ease.

Germany is a country that truly has it all, and Lonely Planet's Best Of Germany
travel guide is the key to unlocking its treasures. With its engaging content,
comprehensive information, and practical tips, this guide will ensure you make
the most of your visit to this remarkable country.

Whether you're a history buff, a food lover, a culture enthusiast, or a nature
explorer, Germany has something to offer everyone. So, pack your bags and
embark on a journey through the best of Germany!
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Lonely Planet: The world's number one travel guide publisher*

Lonely Planet's Best of Germanyis your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date
advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. See
storybook castles rise from the Bavarian forest, raise a stein to an oompah band
in a Munich beer garden and take in the vibrant Berlin arts scene - all with your
trusted travel companion. Discover the best of Germany and begin your journey
now!

Inside Lonely Planet's Best of Germany:

Full-colour images throughout

Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and
interests

Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding
crowds and trouble spots
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Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers,
websites, transit tips, prices

Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sightseeing, going out, shopping,
hidden gems that most guidebooks miss

Cultural insights provide a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history,
art, food, wine, sport, politics

Free, convenient pull-out map (included in print version), plus easy-to-use
colour maps to help you navigate

Covers Berlin, Potsdam, Neuschwanstein, Heidelberg, The Black Forest,
Dresden, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Cologne, The Romantic Rhine Valley,
The Moselle Valley and more

The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet's Best of Germany is filled with inspiring and
colourful photos, and focuses on Germany's most popular attractions for those
wanting to experience the best of the best.

Looking for a more comprehensive guide that recommends both popular and
offbeat experiences, and extensively covers all the country has to offer? Check
out Lonely Planet's Germanyguide.

Need a guide to Berlin or Munich? Check out Lonely Planet's Berlin or Munich,
Bavaria & the Black Forest guides for an in-depth look at all these cities and
regions have to offer.

About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the
world's number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and
trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four
decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated,



passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find our content online, and
in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more.

'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times

'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves, it's in every traveller's hands. It's
on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia)

*Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017

eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)

Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges

Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews

Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience

Seamlessly flip between pages

Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash

Embedded links to recommendations' websites

Zoom-in maps and images

Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing

Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
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Germany, a country rich in history, stunning landscapes, and vibrant
cities, offers a treasure trove of experiences for travelers. Whether you're
interested in exploring its...

The Country Wife New Mermaids: A Marvelous
Restoration Comedy for the Ages!
The restoration comedy genre continues to captivate audiences with its
wit, satire, and timeless humor. Among the most celebrated works in this
genre is William...

Planning Your Dream Trip To Bahamas: A
Paradise Awaits!
Imagine turquoise waters, pristine sandy beaches, and colorful coral
reefs. Welcome to the breathtaking Bahamas, a tropical paradise that
beckons every traveler seeking a...

The Inca Trail Journal: A Journey to Discover
the Mysteries of Ancient Peru
Embarking on a thrilling adventure to the majestic Inca ruins in Peru is a
dream for many avid travelers around the world. Nestled high up in the
Andes Mountains, the Inca...
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The Ultimate Guide to DVSA Safe Driving For
Life: Master the Art of Being a Safe Driver
Have you ever wondered what it takes to become a truly safe driver?
Driving is a skill that requires constant learning and refinement. Whether
you're a beginner or an...

Sports Broadcasting 21st Century Skills
Innovation Library: Unlocking the Secrets of
Modern-Day Sports Broadcasting
Sports broadcasting has come a long way since the early days of radio
and grainy black and white television. Today, it is a multi-billion dollar
industry, offering fans an...

Unveiling the Secrets of Simple Signals Lope
De Vega: A Legendary Playwright
When it comes to Spanish literature, there are few names as renowned
and respected as Lope De Vega. Born on November 25, 1562, in Madrid,
Lope De Vega would go on to...

The African Diaspora And Visual Culture
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in exploring the rich
artistic traditions and contributions of the African diaspora. The visual
culture of Africans...
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